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1 File Conventions
Save the text in plain text format (.txt) with Unicode utf-8 encoding. If the text is
saved in more than one file, number the parts, for example Euclid_part_001.txt,
Euclid_part_002.txt, and so on. Create a zip archive of all files.
Make use of the complete character repertoire found in Unicode version 5.1.0.
This includes characters in the following Unicode blocks when applicable:
• CJK Unified Ideographs Extension A (U+3400 – U+4DFF)
• CJK Unified Ideographs Extension B (U+20000 – U+2A6DF)
We will also need the list of unknown characters (see section 2.5.2) and the list of
character variants (see section 3.2). Please send each list in two versions, namely in
the original file format (e.g. RTF, DOC, XLS) and as PDF. If the lists are handwritten,
scan them and save them as PDF files.
2 General Markup
Type the entire contents of one page, then go on to the next page. Do not mix the
contents of different pages.
2.1 Page Breaks, Page Numbers and Running Heads
Page breaks are marked by <pb>. If the page has a page number, type it within the <pb>
tag, e.g. <pb 六>. Type the page number exactly as it appears in the book. If there is
a running head on the page, it is marked by <rh> and </rh>. Type the running head
immediately after the <pb> tag.
Type the <pb> and <rh> tags before you type any page content.
The centre section of a traditional printing page (banxin版心) is equivalent to a running
head in a western book layout. In this case, repeat <pb> and the running head for each
half-page, but add a and b to the page number, e.g. <pb 三a> and <pb 三b>, or <pb a>
and <pb b> if there is no page number.
If the characters of the running head are cut off on the scanned page, type them anyway. Type large
spaces in the running head as a single IDEOGRAPHIC SPACE character U+3000.
Please note: In the digitization of the book, the two half-pages may be on the same







 ! For <sm> see section 3.3.1. An example of two complete half-pages with their running heads can be
seen in section 2.2.2.
Please note: For < V> (i.e. marking character variants which are not included in Uni-
code 5.1) see section 3.2.
2.2 Text Blocks
Type a return after each line of the printed page.
Do not insert a space at the end of the line.
2.2.1 Headings
Headings are marked by <h> </h>. If you can identify a heading as the book title, use
<ti> for the whole line. If you can identify a heading as the name of the author, com-
pilator, proofreader etc. (ti 題), use <ti> too. If a text has different levels of headings,
use <h 1> for all headings on the highest level, <h 2> for all headings on the second
highest level, and so on.
If a heading, book title, author, etc. is indented, do not mark this. Type large spaces in the heading as a











<h 2> ... </h>　<p> ...
... </p>
 ! For <stamp> see section 2.4.2. For <p> see section 2.2.2.
Please note: In the transcription of this example, there are three headings on two
different levels (<h 1>, <h 2>, <h 2>). In the example in section 2.2.2 there are two
headings, both on level 2 (<h 2>, <h 2>). <h 1> appears on other pages of the book.
2.2.2 Paragraphs
Paragraphs are marked by <p> and </p>. Indented paragraphs are marked by one or
more i, e.g. <p iii> for a paragraph that is indented by three character spaces. Out-
dented paragraphs are marked by one or more x, e.g. <p x>.
Every part of the book has a base line where all unindented paragraphs start. The base lines in the preface
or table of contents may be different from the base line in the main text. Mark indentations relative to the
base line. The indentation symbols i and x always refer to the first line of the paragraph. The remaining
lines of the paragraph may have the same or a different indentation, which is not marked. If a paragraph is
preceded by a sub-heading in the same line, as in the example in section 2.2.1, do not mark the indentation
at all.
Make sure that for each <p> there is a corresponding </p> somewhere. If a paragraph starts and ends on





























 ! For <sm> see section 3.3.1. For <sl> and <dl> see section 3.3.2.
Please note: For the marking of character variants (< V>, < R>, < RV>) see sec-
tion 3.2. Only the first appearance of each character variant is marked. For instance,
起 is marked in the first running head but not in the second one. (In addition, every
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example in the Data Entry Specs is treated as if it was the beginning of a text, i.e. 起




A table is marked by <tb> and </tb>. Use # as field separators. Type a return after
each row. Do not type horizontal or vertical lines.
Type the <tb> and </tb> tags on separate lines. Do not mark indentations. The field separators may be
lines or large spaces.
If you can identify a single space within a name etc. as a decorative space to make the table layout optically

















A list is marked by <list> and </list>. Use # for large spaces, if there are any.
Type the <list> and </list> tags on separate lines. If the items on consecutive text lines belong to the
same list entry, use # at the beginning of the next line. Do not mark indentations.





（第一）　意大利語 # 西班牙語 # 法蘭西語　等
# 同由拉丁語出
（第二）　俄<羅V>斯語 # 波蘭語 # 波希密亞語　等
# 同由斯拉夫語出





（第四）　亞刺<比V>亞語 # 希伯流語 # 叙利亞語　等
# 同由塞美的語出
</list>
 ! For an example of a list-like structure without large spaces see section 2.3.3 (second example).
2.3.3 Tables of Contents
A table of contents is marked by <toc> and </toc>. If the table of contents has a table-
like structure or a list-like structure with large spaces, use #.
Type the <toc> and </toc> tags on separate lines. A table of contents may look like a table or like a list.
Examples
a table-like table of contents




日月 # 日月<蝕R> # 地球 # 地球之圓體
地動說 # 遊星 # 七曜日 # 晝夜
時間 # 年月 # 歲首 # <紀R>元
三時代 # 天氣豫報
<h>第二章　地理</h>
亞美利加 # 墺斯土剌利亞 # 蘇彛士河 # 山













Where a figure occurs in the text, type <fig> on a separate line. If you can identify a
caption of the figure, mark it by <cap> </cap>. Additional text that describes parts of
the figure is marked by <desc> </desc>. Use a single <var> </var> tag for variable
names and numbers. Finally, type a closing </fig> tag on a separate line.
Type all <cap>, <desc> and <var> tags, in this order, on separate lines. A figure may have more than one
description. If the same description is repeated in a figure, type it only once. Separate the variable names
and numbers in the <var> </var> by spaces. Type <fig/> instead of <fig> and </fig> to mark simple

































































Stamps are marked by <stamp>. Type the <stamp> tag on a separate line. Do not type
the text in the stamp.
 ! For an example see section 2.2.1.
2.5 Unreadable Text
2.5.1 Characters You are Unsure About
If you are not sure about a character, type <?> after it. If you are unsure about a whole
paragraph, type <?> directly after the <p> tag, i.e. <p><?>. A completely unreadable
character is typed as @. If many characters are unreadable, use <gap> instead of @.
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Use one @ for each unreadable character, e.g. unr@@dable. If in doubt, use <gap>, e.g. unr<gap>dable. If
you are unsure about a group of characters, for example a whole word, do not type <?> repeatedly for





Please note: In the second example, the characters are readable but the double line
(see section 3.3.2) is badly printed.
 ! For unknown rather than unreadable characters please refer to section 2.5.2.
2.5.2 Unknown Characters
If there is an unknown character in the text, i.e. a character variant which is readable
but where you cannot identify the standard character, add it to the numbered list of
unknown characters. From then on, type its number whenever it occurs in the text, e.g.
<001>.
Before you create a number for an unknown character, first check whether it is already on the list of
unknown characters. Assign the number <001> to the first unknown character, <002> to the second un-
known character, and so on. Do not assign the same number twice. Use this number to type the unknown
character. Always use the same number if the same unknown character occurs again.
Please note: Make sure that for a given text there is a single list containing all un-
known characters, and that everyone uses this list. When the text is sent back to us,




 ! For unreadable rather than unknown characters please refer to section 2.5.1. For < V>, i.e. if a
character variant is not included in Unicode but you can identify the standard character, see section 3.2.
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Please note: <001> is actually an unusual version of the variant兾 of the character冀.
If you can identify the standard character 冀, mark it as <冀V> instead of <001>.
If in addition you can identify it as a version of the character variant 兾 (i.e. as a ver-
sion of a character variant with a separate Unicode codepoint), mark it as <兾V>. (This




Type the punctuation to the right of characters.
 ! For an example see section 2.2.2.
3.1.2 Spaces
Type spaces in Chinese text as the IDEOGRAPHIC SPACE character U+3000.
In running heads (<rh>, see section 2.1) and headings (<h> and <ti>, see section 2.2.1), type large spaces
as a single ideographic space character. In tables and lists (<tb>, <list> and <toc>, see section 2.3), use
# for large spaces.
If you encounter a large space in a normal paragraph (<p>, see section 2.2.2), make sure that none of the
cases above apply. If it is indeed a normal paragraph, type the large space as more than one ideographic
space, according to its length.
 ! For an example of large spaces that are typed as a single ideographic space character, see section 2.1.
For an example of large spaces that are typed as #, see section 2.3.1.
3.2 Character Variants
3.2.1 Character Variants and Unicode
If a character variant is included in Unicode 5.1, type it. Do not normalize the variant.
For example, if the character variant 歴 of the character 歷 occurs in the text, type 歴 (U+6B74). Rather
than working with the reference glyphs of the Unicode codepoints, you may use the fonts Sun-ExtA and
Sun-ExtB normatively.
If a character variant is not included in Unicode 5.1, type the standard character in-
stead. In addition, mark it by < R> or < V> if the rules in section 3.2.2 apply.
 ! If you cannot identify the standard character, treat it as unknown character (see section 2.5.2).
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If a character variant should be marked, add it to the Character Variants List, i.e. add the image and how
you have marked it. In addition, mark the first occurrence of the character variant in the text. After its
first occurence, silently normalize it. Begin a new Character Variants List for each text.
3.2.2 Rules for Marking Character Variants
Rule S (silently normalizing simple differences): If a character variant differs from the
standard character only in the following points, type it as the standard character and
do not mark the difference.
In paragraphs with individualized character style (see section 3.3.3) and in handwritten text (see sec-
tion 3.3.4), silently normalize character variants if they are not in Unicode.
List: simple differences (from ISO 10646, slightly modified)
Description Examples
a) Differences in rotated strokes/dots
b) Differences in overshoot at the stroke ini-tiation and/or termination
c) Differences in contact of strokes
d) Differences in protrusion at the foldedcorner of strokes
e) Differences in bent strokes
f) Differences in folding back at the stroketermination
g) Differences in accent at the stroke initi-ation
h) Differences in “rooftop” modification
i) Straightforward combinations of theabove differences
Rule R (marking old radicals): If a character such as 絨 (U+7D68) exists in Unicode
5.1 only with the new shape 糹 (U+7CF9) of the radical (bushou 部首) and not with
the old shape 糸 (U+7CF8), mark the character variant with the old radical by < R>,
for example <絨R>. Apply this rule only if the difference between the old and the new
radical is not covered by rule S.
 ! Appendix A contains a list of radicals that need to be marked.
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Rule V (marking other variations): If the non-radical part of the character variant differs
from that of the standard character, mark the character variant with < V>. Apply this








Strings of small characters are marked by <sm> </sm>. Indicate half-column breaks by
\\.
 ! For an example see section 2.3.3 (second example). This examples includes strings of small characters
over more than one line of text.
3.3.2 Underlinings
A single line next to characters is marked by <sl> </sl>. A double line next to charac-
ters is marked by <dl> </dl>. A circled line next to characters ismarked by <cl> </cl>.
A wavy line next to characters is marked by <wl> </wl>.
Please note: In old texts, the lines are to the right of characters. In modern texts,
the lines may also be to the left of characters. The position to the left or right is not
encoded.
Example




 ! For an example with underlinings to the right of characters see section 2.2.2. This example includes
<dl> for double lines.
3.3.3 Individualized Character Style
A paragraph in an individualized character style is marked by ics in the <p> tag, i.e.
<p ics>.
If a character variant in a <p ics> paragraph is not in Unicode, resolve it silently, i.e. do not use < V> or






If a character has been crossed out, mark it by { /}, e.g. {四/}. If a character has
been inserted, mark it by { }, e.g. {五}. If the inserted character replaces a crossed-
out character, mark this by {四/五}, or {@/五} if the crossed-out character is no longer
readable.
If there is a line between two consecutive characters indicating that the order should
be reversed, mark this by { ~ }, but type the characters in the order as they appear
in the text.
If a character variant in handwritten text is not in Unicode, resolve it silently, i.e. do not use < V> or < R>.







A Old Radicals That Need to be Marked
Please note: This list is only a guideline and may not be complete.
An entry such as ⺿ ⻀ (⺾) means that if a character has ⺿ or ⻀ as the shape of its
radical, and the character with this variant radical is not included in Unicode 5.1, type
the standard character and add < R>. Example: <蒼R>.
Example of a radical that does not have to be marked: Do not mark the old shape 爫 of
the radical 爫 because of point a) in the list in section 3.2.2.
List: old radicals that need to be marked
彑 (彐) 糸 (糹) ⻞ (⻟) 𦈢 (缶)
𦣞 (臣) 襾 (西) 𧢲 (角) 𧰧 (豕)
赱 (走) 𨑄𨑃 (辰) 辶 (辶) 采 (釆)
镸 (長) 门𨳇 (門) 𨸏 (阝) 靑 (青)
靣𠚑 (面) 凬 (風) 𩙱 (飛) 𩙿𩚁 (飠)
𩠐 (首) 𩡧 (馬) 髙 (高) 𩵋 (魚)
𠧸 (鹵) 𢉖 (鹿) 黃 (黄) 黒 (黑)
𪗄 (⿑) 歯 (齒) 𪛉𪚦 (⿔) ⺿ ⻀ (⺾)
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B List of All Tags
section tag name tag may contain
2.1 <pb> page break page number, a/b
2.1 <rh> </rh> running head
2.2.1 <h> </h> heading level number
2.2.1 <ti> </ti> ti 題
2.2.2 <p> </p> paragraph i, x, ics
2.3.1 <tb> </tb> table
2.3.1 # field separator
2.3.2 <list> </list> list
2.3.3 <toc> </toc> table of contents
2.4.1 <fig> </fig> figure
2.4.1 <cap> </cap> figure caption
2.4.1 <desc> </desc> figure description
2.4.1 <var> </var> figure variables
2.4.2 <stamp> </stamp> stamp
2.5.1 <?> uncertain text
2.5.1 @, <gap> unreadable text
2.5.2 <001>, etc. unknown character
3.2.2 < R> old radical
3.2.2 < V> character variant
3.2.2 < RV> < R> and < V>
3.3.1 <sm> </sm> small characters
3.3.1 \\ half-column breaks
3.3.2 <sl> </sl> single line
3.3.2 <dl> </dl> double line
3.3.2 <cl> </cl> circled line
3.3.2 <wl> </wl> wavy line
3.3.4 { /} crossed-out character
3.3.4 { } inserted character
3.3.4 { / } character replacement
3.3.4 { ~ } reversed characters
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